Shield Total Insurance for Allotment Clubs and Associations

Claims examples

Here are some recent examples of liability claims received by us. As you can see, even where we have successfully defended the claim for our clients, insurers pay defence costs that cannot be recovered from the other person even though the injury was not our client’s fault.

- **Claimant hit by branch from a tree**, this is in progress and the cost of the claim is £85,000
- **Claimant tripped over step at clubhouse**, also in progress and the claim is for £50,000
- **Claimant slipped and sustained serious injury**, liability was accepted and the claimant received £9,000
- **Damage to mains drainage in the course of ground works**, liability accepted and claim paid, £2,400
- **Damage allegedly caused by farm equipment on site**, this claim was defended successfully but the defence costs came to £2,300
- **Damage to a motor vehicle on site**, liability accepted and claim paid, £2,250
- **Stones thrown by mower caused damage**, liability accepted and claim paid, £2,1080
- **Claimant allegedly slipped and broke leg**, claim defended successfully with defence costs of £2,000

To speak to one of our specialist team of allotment insurance experts, call 01277 243 054.